enough to ʻcheck the advance of possessive individualism':6 the testament reflects a proximate power balance between clergymen and salesmen, theological precepts and worldly success, and it is ʻtorn to and fro between economic rationalism and the strict social doctrine of New England Puritanism' .7
These objections provide an indication that definitions of the spirit of capitalism that abstract from forms of social praxis and their associated relations of hegemony are built on the sand of ʻempatheticʼ speculation. This is also evident in the subsequent development of Weber's and Sombart's controversy over the writings of the Italian architect and writer Leon Battista Alberti (1404-1472).
Initially, the dual construct Sombart presented in the 1902 edition of Modern Capitalism-an acquisitive drive that takes on a life of its own combined with rational bookkeeping-provided Weber with the model with which to contrast his specifically ʻmodern' , Protestant and ethical concept of the spirit of capitalism. In Der Bourgeois (English edition: The Quintessence of Capitalism), Sombart responded mainly by means of an ethical expansion of the second component of his construct. In 1902, he had spoken of an economic rationalism shaped by double-entry bookkeeping; now (in 1913), he speaks of the ʻbourgeois spiritʼ [Bürgergeist] encompassing a broad spectrum of ʻbourgeois virtuesʼ over and above ʻthe art of calculation' .8 In doing so, he integrates a previously neglected theme that Weber had articulated into his own model, albeit in such a way as to strip that theme of its Protestant and ethical character. One cannot trace the bourgeois virtues back to the Puritan and Quaker ethic, Sombart argues, for in Alberti's I Libri della Famiglia, one already finds everything that Defoe and Benjamin Franklin later spoke of in English:9 the rationalisation and economisation of economic conduct, mercantile reliability and observance of contracts, bourgeois ʻrespectabilityʼ [onestà] and the mathematical ability to dissolve the world into figures and transform these figures into a system of earnings and expenses.10 Nothing has changed in the world of bourgeois virtue during the four centuries since the Quattrocento, Sombart concludes.11 As in the first, 1902 version of Sombart's argument, the two components of the spirit
